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009

This is arguably the highest performing female of the group, and
reads the boldest and deepest in the sweep to her rib, setting the
base for more mass and dimension up high. She could be a bit
smoother about her shoulder and more feminine from there
forward, and needs to plant with more flex to her pastern as she
gets out and goes.

11

This heifer hits you hardest from the side. She's super extended
and feminine up front and sets down a stout set of feet and legs. I
think her lower skeleton reads ideal, but she tends to pull her
topline in motion and I'd ultimately like to make her a bit wider at
her base, but the young lady does an excellent job of presenting
this one.

008

This heifer reads very genuine and expressive in the shape to her
rib and body and transitions back to an extra stout hip. I really like
her stoutness of structure, but when pulled to lead she tends to
duck her pins and reads with some extra set to her hind leg
making her a bit more uncoordinated in motion. Lastly, I'd set her
back in the angle to her shoulder to help her get a more
comfortable reach up front.

010

This heifer strikes me as a truly moderate, easy keeping female
who's bold through her center rib and deep back to her flank. She
reads a touch flat behind a straighter shoulder and from there
forward needs to be more feminine.

002

This is a very feminine heifer that balances up well from the side
and I like how comfortable she is when pulled to lead. I'd like to
give her just a bit more natural shape and dimension all the way
through and set her neck a notch higher on her shoulder. She
may be a bit green in this group, but I think she has plenty of
potential as she matures.

